Abstract-Traditional network classification has focused on four aspects; structure, node, link, and dynamics. The purpose of this paper is to consider a node individually and to base classification on the types of links it possesses. A basic network provides only three possibilities with the 'Mutual, Asynchronous, Null' MAN system providing for sixteen different combinations of link patterns. This paper introduces a concept to resolve an unsatisfactory situation and to determine the significance of a 'null' link. The proposed extension of the MAN system provides thirty two different combinations of link patterns, and a system for acknowledging proportional combinations of node links, thereby facilitating a potentially more refined classification of node link pattern.
INTRODUCTION
A common approach when endeavouring to understand the intricacies of a new concept is to separate the constituent components, name the parts and describe the attributes of the parts. This approach has been applied to understanding the attributes of networks. During the past decade research has identified that although there are only two essential components to a network, networks can be extraordinarily complex.
This paper presents research to resolve a basic characteristic of a node by classifying the attributes of the links it possesses. The research objective is to discover the significance of link arrangements a node might possess and eventually how this may be applied to predict network behaviours. Research matters regarding prediction will be presented for discussion in later papers.
A network consists of nodes and links where the generally nodes represent things and the link indicate any relationship between any two nodes [1] . Network structures such as ErdosRenyi, Core Periphery, Scale Free, Cellular, Lattice, or Small World are classified according to their characteristics and possess predictable behaviours [2] . Similarly nodes and links may be classified according to their attributes. This research focuses directly on individual nodes and examines the types of possible links radiating to or from that individual node. A network node may be an isolate beyond a network's interconnections and therefore possess a 'Null' link, or it is linked to another node. In this view of a network there is the possibility of three different types of a link between any two nodes. Table 1 offers an explanation for the envisaged network, naming and offering a numeric value for the network node's links where Node 1 is an unlinked Isolate, Node 2 is similar to an Isolate except that in this instance there may be an as yet undiscovered link and is therefore shown with a Link Type 'N' and value of '1', and Node 3 is confirmed as possessing a link. The nomenclature is derived from the Link Type. The Binary Value is calculated according to the Node's Link Type and as in this simple network it is either 'Y' for 'yes', or 'N' for 'no' only two binary points are required. The Cell Value shown in Table I is the Romanised version of the Binary Value. In later more complex examples, the reasoning for adopting this system becomes apparent. In this basic network the first node is beyond the immediate network of interest and is named 'Isolate' attracting a numeric value of zero. The second node possesses a null link attracting a numeric value of one, and the third node possessing a link attracts a numeric value of two. The significance of a Cell Value is not apparent in simple networks but become more interesting when nodes in complex networks possess many links of different types. The first research task was to identify, name, describe, and award a numeric value for all of the possible types of link between two nodes. This task is necessary before examining whether the resulting patterns of a node's links might possess predictable behaviour indications.
Underlying this approach to pattern classification is the system developed for classifying snowflakes [3] . Snowflake patterns are generally accepted as being unique, however a snowflake's pattern has been shown to result from two simple attributes; moisture and temperature. A given quantity of moisture at a particular temperature results in the snowflake conforming to a particular classification grouping. Figure 1 shows a basic network that consists of nine nodes where a Null link is depicted between Nodes 1 and 2, Nodes 3 and 6, Nodes 5 and 6, plus Nodes 6 and 9. Node 4 is an isolate that is currently beyond the immediate network. Nodes 2 and 5, and 5 and 8 are linked. In this example, the links between Nodes 1 and 2, 3 and 6, 5 and 6, plus Nodes 6 and 9 each possess a link value of one. The Isolate Node 4 possesses a link value of zero, and Nodes 2 and 5, and 5 and 8 possess a link value of two. This system for visualising a network is primitive and does not satisfactorily depict the nature of links between network nodes in more complex networks.
The traditional approach to describing network links adopts a system naming links as being Mutual, Asynchronous, or Null [4] . The MAN system is the traditional approach adopted for classification of network links. By separating the non mutual directionality of a link, the MAN system provides asynchronous links towards or away from a node. The MAN approach therefore offers four different types of link and these are listed in Table 2 that shows the sixteen different possible combinations for a link between two nodes. Table 2 continues the convention adopted in Table 1 . In a network adopting the MAN approach the first node is again beyond the immediate network of interest and is named 'Isolate' attracting a numeric value of zero. The second and subsequent nodes possess a value calculated according to the link type as shown in Table 2 ranging in value from 1 to 15 respectively. Each link between any two nodes in this Table is now afforded a unique name facilitating a means for describing each possible combination of link type. Node 2 has the nomenclature, oooN signifying it possesses only a null link. The appearance of traditional network nodes described in Table  2 is illustrated by examples shown in Figure 2 . Table 2 offers an explanation of the naming and numeric value convention for an envisaged network and a visual representation is depicted in Figure 2 . In this network diagram, node 4 is beyond the immediate network of interest and is named 'Isolate' attracting a numeric value of zero. Node 1 possesses an asynchronous inwards link together with Node 9. Nodes 2 and 8 also possess asynchronous inwards links but differ in that Node 2 that also possesses an asynchronous outwards link while Node 8 possess a mutual link. As a 'Null', Node 3 is awarded a value of 2 while Node 5 with a mutual and an asynchronous outwards link has a value of 20, Node 6 with a null plus both asynchronous inwards and outwards link has a value of 14. These and the other Node Link Values are listed in Table 2 .
There is however limitations with this current approach in that situations exist where a node lacking a link to the network of interest, and therefore awarded a 'null' value, may be of special significance. To accommodate this type of situation it may be desirable to distinguish between nodes possessing a 'null' value. An example of this type of situation might be where an 'Isolate' should possess a link but it has not yet been identified whereas another 'Isolate' might simply be a node of little or no significance to the network. This type of situation is not uncommon when compiling a network from crime scene evidence. If in an investigation of a crime scene, evidence of a shooting might include a number of bullet casings and retrieved projectiles along with some firearms. Finding that the attributes of the firearms are not compatible with collected casing and projectiles indicates that another firearm exists. Nodes representing these evidence items can therefore be seen to possess a 'null' value of importance while others become unimportant.
The situation described may not be common or even potentially occur in the majority of cases where network science techniques are applied but there appears to be sufficient instances to warrant extending the traditional approach to accommodate the needs in special circumstances.
II. PROPOSED EXTENSION OF TRADITIONAL LINK

CLASSIFICATION
To accommodate circumstances where a null link between nodes may or may not be significant the following extension of the traditional MAN system is proposed. In keeping with the traditional approach the proposed extension simply delineates between significant and insignificant 'null' value links using 'N s ' and "N i ' as shown in Figure 3 . Table 3 continues the present naming and numeric value convention for the proposed classification extension. The naming and numeric value convention for an extended set of network link types listed in Table 3 accommodates those special circumstances needing differentiation between 'null' valued links and examples are depicted visually in Figure 4 . In this network diagram example, Node 4 is still beyond the immediate network of interest and is named 'Isolate' attracting a numeric value of zero however Node 3 possesses a tenuous link not yet fully understood and as such is considered as a null link that is insignificant with a value of 1. Node 9 also has a null link but this link is different to the previous null link because it possesses some known quality making it a significant null link with a value of 2. Human nature seems to be responsible for the ease with which we see the things represented by network nodes and acknowledge structural patterns, also the difficulty we experience in recognising invisible relationships between network nodes, or missing links. The necessity for a MAN system extension is demonstrated in networking crime scene forensic evidence. In a shooting incident where there is collected ballistic evidence and firearms but not the weapon that fired the shots it is apparent that the firearms could be isolates not directly related to the incident and therefore of little or no significance but there is obviously a significant link to the yet to be discovered weapon. Introducing new 'N s ' or "N i '
nodes can provide additional insights as the network evolves over time during investigation processes.
The underlying concept of this paper is that examination of individual node link patterns over time may identify attributes leading to indications with predictive capacities. The next phase of research is to question the practical application of the proposed MAN extension by examining various types of networks in order to see the interactions between nodes with these different types of links. An approach still in the early stages of research includes converting these extended link types into nodes possessing the attributes associated with each link type.
III. INITIAL TESTING AND RESULTS
Initial testing commenced using random generated 25 node networks produced using the Carnegie Mellon University CASOS tool ORA as shown in the Figure 5 examples. Table IV are slightly different and consequently offers an avenue for exploration. The link between any two nodes when named may be considered as a part of a collective. It is possible to consider the first, and subsequent, links of Table IV as a named node with attributes [5] . In this example Node 16.25 with a value of either '4' or '16' must be an asynchronous outward, or a mutual link. When considering the link values of the three 25 Node Erdos-Renyi diagrams and then visualizing them as network nodes patterns seem to emerge, as shown in Table 5 , with each network possessing the same number of asynchronous inward as asynchronous outward links but where the proportionalities are different. Representing the links of these three networks as nodes provides a different perspective of the networks. Depending on directionality attributes, the link between any two nodes possesses different values, as shown in Table 4 . The newly created nodes representing links provide alternative network analysis opportunities, particularly with the introduction of 'N s ' or "N i ' value link nodes. Table 6 shows a comparison of each node's link values for the three 25 Node Erdos-Renyi Networks. In these simple networks the power of the proposed extension of the MAN system is not yet fully apparent. Applying the procedure adopted in this first test with Erdos-Renyi Network nodes to the other five types of networks produces similar but slightly different results. The resulting collection of 450 patterns forms a basis as the project embarks onto the next phase of examining node link patterns for networks representing real life situations. The 32 basic node link patterns resulting from the proposed extended MAN system presented in Figure 6 cannot adequately represent the patterns found in complex real life networks. In order for the proposed MA s N i format to adequately address challenges in classifying node link patterns in complex networks it is necessary to signify the ratio of each link type. Even in simple networks, for combinations of link types to be recognised adequately it is necessary to accommodate proportionality. Node 5 in the Three 25 Node Erdos-Renyi Networks of Figure 5 is linked to Nodes 4, 6 and 11. In Erdos-Renyi Networks 'A' and 'C', Node 5 has one mutual link and two asynchronous outward links, while in Erdos-Renyi Network 'B' Node 5 has one mutual link, one asynchronous inward and one asynchronous outward link. Adoption of the percentage system accommodates proportionality issues. The first example presented in Table 7 shows a node possessing 128 links, the percentage distribution between the five link types, and a proportional value to represent the percentage that is appended to the extended MAN system nomenclature. Table 7 show that the mere frequency of links to a node is not necessarily significant for purposes of classification but rather that the value calculated to show the proportionality of an individual node's link types can lead to groupings suitable for classification.
Due to ambiguities as the proportionality of a particular type of link grouping changes, there may be not clear means for defining exact boundaries between classes that will require some type of sliding scale measurement between any two classifications. Also, when using this extended system to examine a particular node within a network it is possible that other characteristics may become apparent. There may be relationships between nodes of certain classifications. When considering snowflakes as a network, one encounters instances of snow crystals joining together [3] . Such an observation leads to the question when classifying groupings of links to an individual node of whether there is any significance to nodes of a particular classification linking to other node classifications.
This proposed extension of the traditional MAN system to promote a deeper understanding of significance for an individual node based on the types of links it possess is still in the early stages of research. It is apparent that the reality of networks does not generally see nodes restricted in how they link with other nodes and that this proposed system still has limitations. The objective in this initial stage of research is to devise a basis for classification before progressing on to establish classifications for proportional variations to these preliminary link groupings of individual nodes in a network. The next phase of the research is to conduct analysis of the application of this system to nodes in different networks depicting a variety of situations and disciplines.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a proposed modification to the traditional MAN system for network link directionality. The proposed extension to MAN directionality together with the introduced system for classifying an individual node according to the pattern of its links offers another avenue for network analysis. It remains to be seen in future research whether results from initial studies will lead to better predictive capabilities based on the link attributes possessed by individual nodes. The researcher invites comments and welcomes opportunities to engage with others interested in this project.
